
Playpipe nozzle combinations offer big nozzle
delivery with easy handling. Opening and 
closing is easy at any pressure. Features hard-
coated, lightweight aluminum, full-time ball
bearing swivel base, metal ball with Delrin seats,
big volume combination fog and
straight stream, massive rubber
bumper and dense fog delivery
with no voids or fingers in 
pattern. Flows to 256 gpm.
Available with 21/2" NST threads
only. Ship. wt. 11 lbs.

AF792 Playpipe Nozzle $733.95

Playpipe Nozzle

Tri-Flow Nozzle
With Triple-Flow Straight Stream

The new Tri-Flow nozzle body is made from 
aluminum bar that is corrosion-resistant plated. The
massive Neoprene bumper
is specially formulated to
resist damage and aging.
Features a full-time ball
bearing 11/2" swivel base.
Big volume combination
fog and straight stream,
dense fog delivery with no
voids or fingers in pattern,
metal ball with non-stick Delrin
seats and rugged hard-coated construction that is built
to last. 200, 150 and 75 GPM @ 100 PSI. Available NH
(NST) or NPSH (IPT) threads. Ship. wt. 6 lbs.

AF791 Tri-Flow Nozzle $394.95

Horseshoe Handles

Spinning 
Turbine TeethRubber

Bumper

This nozzle is a multi-gallonage
device which gives the nozzle
man a greater degree of flexibility.
The flow rate can be manually
adjusted during operation without
having to shut the nozzle down. It has
been designed to give a constant flow,
whether the stream pattern selected is 
on straight stream, power cone or wide 
angle fog. Constructed of anodized black aluminum or plain
brass. Main features include: spinning turbine teeth which
give excellent breakup of the water stream, flush mechanism,
large ribbed rubber bumper, large rubber handle, dual
Trunion drive on ball shut-off which provides smoother 
shut-off and less maintenance, ball shut-off is of the full flow
type with chrome brass ball and nylon seats. Nozzle comes
standard with 11/2" female NST. Ship. wt. 2-9 lbs. 

Firefighting Handline Nozzles
This constant gallonage spray nozzle features aluminum alloy 
construction with a molded bumper for protection, ball shutoff and
pistol grip. The flow pattern can be adjusted from a
cone shaped position to a straight stream by rotating
the bumper. Ideal for drop-in units or first
response. Rated at 25 gpm. Choose from
either 1" or 11/2" NSTF inlet. Ship. wt. 3 lbs. 

Spray Nozzles

AS158 1" Nozzle with Shutoff and Pistol Grip 25 gpm $237.95
AS159 11/2" Nozzle with Shutoff and Pistol Grip 25 gpm $237.95

Pistol
Grip

EPDM
Bumper
Guard

Aluminum Body 
and Ball Valve

1" or 1 1/2"
Knurled 
Swivel Inlet

Contact Darley for information on
color coded pistol grip and gpm

AK012 EZ PUP, 11/2" $234.95

EZ PUP Allows You To Fight
Fire . . . Not Fatigue
The EZ PUP contoured shape fits against your body like a rifle
stock; this makes it possible to transfer the reactionary forces
of a charged line away from the arms and to an area of the
body that has larger muscle and bone mass such as the
shoulder, hip or thigh. These positions allow you stand erect,
thus taking the twist and strain
off the back. What’s more, the
EZ PUP allows for one hand
operation, leaving
the other hand free
to adjust the nozzle.
Comes standard with
high visibility, photo-
luminescent stripes.
Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

Ball 
Shutoff

Adjustable to 30-60-95-125 gpm
Ship. 

Cat# Description Length Wt. Price 
AF258 Aluminum Nozzle w/Out Grip 75/8" 2 lbs. $538.95
AF259 Aluminum Nozzle w/Grip 81/8" 3 lbs. $618.95
AF260 Brass Nozzle w/Out Grip 75/8" 7 lbs. $856.95
AF261 Brass Nozzle w/Grip 81/8" 9 lbs. $936.95

Adjustable
Flow Control

Specify thread type
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